
Thankful essay

I am thankful for a lot this year. These are the five things I am most thankful for this year.

They are the covid-19 vaccine, my grandparents (on my mom's side, my grandparents on my

dad's side are deceased), my parents, my friends, and my school.

The first thing is the covid-19 vaccine. The reason why is because it was the best birthday

gift ever.  I received the covid-19 vaccine on my 12th birthday last summer on June 25th. It is

also The reason why I can now see my friends and my family. I am fully vaccinated which

allows me to go places that I couldn't go during quarantine.

The next thing that I am thankful for is that I can visit my mom’s parents.  They live in

Dover, Delaware ( Dover is the capital of Delaware).  They are both in their 70s.  They came to

visit us over Columbus Day weekend. We were lucky enough to be able to go out to dinner with

them. We are thankfully all vaccinated against covid-19

The next thing that I am thankful for is my parents (who can be a pain in butt sometimes).

It has been hard for me and my parents over the last year since we were all stuck at home.  Over

Christmas break last year we all contracted Covid-19. My parents and I had to do work online at

home during the year. I am thankful that we are not stuck at home doing our work because it was

hard for us to do so.

Second to last, what I am thankful for this year is my friends. My friends were life savers

because they helped through quarantine. They helped me because I felt alone and I was sad.

They made me feel happy.  They made me feel happy because they were people I could talk to if

I felt like I had nobody else to talk to. I am thankful that I can see my friends in person now and

not online which we had to do during quarantine.



Lastly what I am thankful for is my school. My school, Tyburn Academy, has been really

understanding. They have given me lots of time to get in late assignments. They have given me a

lot of support throughout  last year and this year. They make sure every student gets help and

attention they need. Thank you tyburn for giving me the opportunity to help my friend callie,

who transferred to Tyburn this school year.

In conclusion these are the many things that I am thankful for this year. Thank you

Tyburn Academy for supporting me during this pandemic. Thank you for all the help you have

given me, my friends at Tyburn Academy!


